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This paper finds an expression for the distrbution of the supremum on the boundary of 
[0, l] X[o, 11 of the two-parameter Gaussian process X(s, t) with zero mean and covariance 
function 
EX(s,r)X(s’,r’)=(l-Is’-sl)‘(l-‘I’-II)+. 
two-parameter Slepian process * supremum on the boundary 
1. Introduction 
A number of authcrs have considered the problem of finding the distribution or 
bounds on the distribution of the supremum of a random field over some subset of 
its parameter space. Adler [2, Section 6.91 and Park and Skoug [I I] present surveys 
of the known results. In addition to the work by Cabaiia and Wschebor [4], Chan 
[6], Goodman [8], and Paranjape and Park [10] mentioned in those surveys, a 
recent result has been obtained by Cabaiia and Wschebor [5]. New results of Adler’s 
are given in [3]. Also, the work of Gallager and Helstrom [7] on random processes 
is easily seen to provide weak bounds to supremum distributions for fields as well. 





where X(s, I) is the zero mean Gaussian process with covariance function 
EX(s, t)Xf.r’, t’) = (1 -_Is’- sl)‘( 1 -_It’- tl)’ 
and where 9 = [O, l] x [Cl, 13. 
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The process X( s, I) can be expressed in terms of the standard Yeh-‘Wiener process 
W(s, I) as 
X(s,t)= W(s+l,t7Ll)- W(s,r+l)- W(s+l,t)+ W(s,t) 
where W(s, t) is the zero mean Gaussian process with covariance function 
EW(s, f) W(s’, f’) =min(s, s’)min(f, f’). 
The process X(s, t) is a two-parameter analog of the one-parameter process intro- 
duced by Slcpian [12] in the context of first passage time problems, and these 
processes have been called Slepian processes in [4] where the n-parameter Slepian 
process is discussed. A survey of other work concerned with supremum distribution 
problems including the one-parameter Slepian process is given in [l]. Note that the 
distribution of the supremum of the two parameter Slepian process along the 
boundary of the unit square may be used to provide a lower bound for the distribution 
of the supremum over the entire unit square as in [ 111. A lower bound derived by 
other methods is given by Adler [3] who also provides a weak. “pier bound. 
2. Results 
The main result of this paper is the following theorem. 
Theorsm. Lef X(s, t) be rhe two-parameter Slepian proce.3.y. lu: ; be 3 0 and let 9 
he [I!. I ] x [O. I]. Thert 
P supX(s, t)-d z0 = 1 -4f’(d)-2fJ(d) t4F’iti F3( d) 
;. ‘, 
The follo\ving corollary is immcdiatc from the development of the theorem. 
A refinement 
theorem. 
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of Corollary 1 can be derived by an extension of the method of the 
Corollary II. For d 2 0 and for a, b, c 5 0, 
where 
q(O,d)= 1 -F’(d)+df(d)F(d)+f’(d) 
and 
4(b,d)=l_F(d)F(b+d)+~f(h)F(h+d)-~~(d)f.(b+d) forh>O. 
The method of the theorem can be extended to derive an exact expression for 
the probability of C,>rollary II. However the integrals involved appear to be exccss- 
ively tedious to calculate. 
3. Proof 
The proof is based o!: i-‘ark and Skoug’s treatment of the Yeh-Wiener process 
in [ 111. Define fol,;r one-dimensional processes Xj( t), 0 < t G 1, i = I,. , . ,4, on the 
four sides of the unit square by 
X,(f) = X(t, 0). X,(t) =X(t, l), X,0! -X(0, t). X;(t) =X(1, t). 
By straightforward computation of the covariances or conditional covariances invol- 
ved it can be verified tClat any subset of the processes X,(I), . . . , X,(t), conditioned 
on whlchever points they have in common, form a set of mutually independent 
processes. Each conditional process has the same distribution as a similarly condi- 
tioned one-dimensional Slepian process. (In passing, it may be remarked that rhe 
corresponding independence does not occur for the two-parameter Slcpian process 
restricted to the four sides of the rectangle Q = [0, S] X [O, T], S < 1, T < 1, SO that 
the method of the theorem is restricted to the cast treated.) Define now the events 
A,, i=l,..., &by 
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Then, by the method of inclusion and exclusion and by symmetry, 
;3= P supX(s, t)-da0 
(‘1 Y 
=4p(AI)-2P~(Al)-4PiA,, A,)+4P(A,. AZ, A;) 
-PfAl, AZ? A.37 A,) 
- E ;I PM;fX,(.O), X,(l)). 
I--j 
‘fhesc probabilltics will be evaluated in the appendices by using the expressions for 
:h,e conditioned Slepian process in terms of the Wiener process given below as 
Lcrnma 1 and the supremum distribution expressions for the Wiener process with 
drift @cn below as Lemma 2. Therefore Y is as givtin in the statement of the theorem. 
Letnma 1. For X(t) the Slepian process nnd W(t) rhe standard Wiener process: 
(i) P(?i(l)-f(f)E~.(I<f~ llX((l)=u} 
iii) P{XIr)-~(r)EG,oIr;_t< l/X(j)=cj 
( iii} P{XU)-f(tk G,O< i c 1 I X(0) = 14. X( 1) = 1’) 
Proof. These expressions can be obtained by the method of Mehr and McFadden 
[“] for representing conditionallv Markov processes in terms of the Wiener process. 
Lemma 2. Firr (7, h 2 0, aid for F( - i the srndcud Gtzzissian distriimtion: 
ci: I’ 
c 
sup 1V1.5)-&s-h~0 =~[-(n+6)]+Fta-b)exp(-2hn1. 
,,- 8,. , I 
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from the expressions 
-2b(as’+6-4/s’) 
P{ W(s)-as-bs0, s’ ~~~~~W(s’)=~}=1-exp(-2a(as’+b-u)). 
.Qppendix I-Calculation of P( A I) 
P(AI)=P sup X(s)-&0 
05 s 5 1 
= P(X(0) - ci 3 0) + sup X(sj-dHIX(O) = u 
OL s-c; I 
= F(--d) + sup (2-~)W(s/(2--~))+u(l-sj-420 
0C2,SS 1 
d 
= F(4) + I 1 P sup W(s)-s(d+u)/2-(d-u)/2~0 dF(u) -K 0 I- 5 ‘i 1 I 






= Fi-n> f F(-d)F(dj i-f(d) F(u) du 
x 
= l-F’!.cf)+df(d)F(d)+f’(d). 
Appendix II-Calculation of P(A1, A,) 
d 
P(A,,Aq)= l-F(d)+ [F(-dj+F!u) exp(-i(d+u)(d--ujj]‘dF(u) 
-- r 
d 
= 1 -F(d) -I- F’( -&F(d) -t 2F(-&f(d) 
I 
F(u) du+ !(d 
-1 
J(d) = exp(-d’) F.‘( II) exp( u’) dF( u) 
- Ci 
dyF(d+z+y) expfzy) 
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does not appear amenable to explicit evaluation, Therefore 
P(A,,A3)= l-2F2(d)+F’(d)+2df(d)F(d)-2df(d)F’(d)+2f”(d) 
-2f’(d)F(d)+l(d). 
Appenldix III-Calculation of P(A,, AL, A,) 
P(A,, A2, A3) = 1 -F’(d) 
d d 
+ J J [F(-d)+F(u) exp(-$(d+u)(d-u))] --SC -CC 
x[F(-d)+F(u)exp(-&(d+u)(d-v))] 
xexp(-(u-d)(o-d)) dF(u) dF(v) 



















== 1 --F'(d)+F'(-d,f(d) F(c)dv+2F(-dil(d)+.l(d) 
, 
== I -F’(d)+(l -F(tfj)zf(d,(dF(d)+f(tf)) 
+2( i -F(dj)z(d)+.l(d) 
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= 1 -F4(d)+K(d) 
where 
K(d) = exp( -$I*) duF*(d-u-v)exp(&d+u+u)*j 
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